19 Reasons USA Manufactured Pet Stop
Systems are seen as the Most
Technologically Advanced in the Industry
404-536-6770
The Sinteff's use only state of the art components, made in the USA, which come with a life-time warranty against
malfunction for any reason. We guarantee that once you install Pet Stop, you will never buy another piece of equipment for
your fence. Our fences come with life-time warranties on all components and life-time containment guarantees with each dog
collar we sell.
Boundary Wire: Mike, Adam and Matt install your pet's boundary wire within 6 inches of sidewalks, driveways and curbs as
well as 6 inches off your property line. We never run your wire where it will be in danger of being cut by your landscaper.
We guarantee and protect your boundary wire.
System Protection in installation, Pet Stop takes a little longer to install and is a little more involved, but to the team at Pet
Stop, the extra time and materials spent is worth our effort. We work hard to minimize any possibility of a service call after
the installation. We are the only company in Atlanta to install three forms of lightening and surge protection with our installations.
Service Call Prevention: Through many installation enhancements and Pet Stop's swap-out program, we have almost
eliminated your Service Call cost. If a component stops working for any reason at all, and you are willing, we will gladly mail
you the replacement component and you will mail us the component that does not work.
After the installation we will take you on a component by component tour of your new hidden dog fence, we will ensure you
understand your new dog fence, how it functions and what we did to protect its function.
We will locate your utilities and activate your sprinkler system before we install so we know where everything is. If we break
it we fix it, "no questions asked".
Gentile Steps Training: After the installation we will do a "Train the Trainer" session with you and your family. We will
explain how your family pet will interact in his new electronic dog fence. He will be safely contained, we guarantee it or we
refund 100% of your investment.
If you are having problems with your family pet using his new yard, we will come out at no cost and give you a hand.
The Sinteff's know how to treat their customers right; we will do everything possible to make your Pet Stop Experience one
that you will tell your friends and neighbors about year after year; it is very hard to beat the Pet Stop Experience, truly "The
Best Underground Dog Fence You'll Never See!"

Omni-Directional Antenna™ (Exclusively Pet Stop®) No matter where your dog is in your yard or how he is wearing his
collar, your dog's collar will pick up our DM™ Signaling 100% of the time….no escaping this signal!
Bi-Functional Accuracy™ (Exclusively Pet Stop®) Pet Stop® Collars are designed to seek only our DM™ Signaling and
designed to Reject any aberrant signals (i.e. Telephone, Cable, Garage doors, Microwaves, never misfires)
Flexibility/Brand Compatibility™ (Exclusively Pet Stop®) From adjustable settings, to receivers that work with other brand
systems on the market, no one is more committed to finding a solution that works for your unique needs than Pet Stop.
We regularly program Dog Watch® and Invisible Fence® Collars and Receivers on our Systems and vice versa INCLUDING Dog
Watch FM Signaling and Invisible Fence 700 and 800 series Systems.
SafetyStop® (Exclusively Pet Stop®) If your pet ever gets trapped in the signal field, Pet Stop® receivers will shut off and
remain off until your pet is safely out. Other products offer a similar feature but none as comprehensive as the Pet Stop®
receivers. Pet Stop offers collars with over 5000 programing options with OT 300 and OT 200 Transmitters
Warning Field Security and Gentile Steps Training™ (Exclusively Pet Stop®) If your pet comes too close to a restricted
zone, they receive a warning tone. Unlike other systems, Pet Stop® can gradually increase the correction level until they
retreat. This preserves battery life and, more importantly, reinforces the initial training and conditioning your pet receives. The
pulse increases as the dog moves closer to the fence so they can turn around with less shock or no pulse at all in they turn
around in the Smart Zone!
72 Hour Service Guarantee, If we are not there with a solution or repair in 72 hours, your repair is free. Other Brands
often require that you wait a week or more for your appointment

Pet Stop Battery Life (9-12 months at $10 cost) Replacement Batteries - $10 per battery. Invisible Fence Power Cap®
compatibility Perimeter Technologies replacement batteries for $12 at www.atlantapetstopdogfence.com
We put our Money where our Promise is, "If after buying Pet Stop®, you are not 100% satisfied, we will refund Your
money and buy you their Underground Dog Fence"
Mike, Adam and Matt Sinteff and the team at Pet Stop guarantee the most professionally installed electronic pet fence in
the Atlanta Market and All North Georgia - We have our office in Cumming, Georgia.
With over 4000 fence installations, in the last 20 years, we know how to install a fence that works best for your dog's safety
and comfort and insures you will never buy another component for your underground dog fence and guarantees the safety
of your boundary wire. Pet Stop North Georgia uses 14 and 16 gauge wire with a 50 Mil jacket.

